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Radio Personality for JACK Radio’s Universally Speaking  
Biography  

 

Ruth Phillips has been working in the spiritual area 

for over 30 years and is renowned as one of 

Australia’s leading Clairvoyant-Mediums. Ruth 

connects with the Spirit realms and passes on loving 

messages, bringing comfort, healing and a sense of 

peace to those grieving for loved-ones. Her depth of 

connection and compassion ensures that the 

messages from her psychic readings have the highest 

truth and integrity.   

 

In addition to her work as a Clairvoyant-Medium, 

Ruth is an Advanced Aura-Soma Colour Therapist, 

Spiritual Healer, Feng-Shui practitioner, Past Life 

Therapist, Spiritual Life Path Counsellor and Teacher. 

Those who see Ruth for a personal session know that 

they are held in a space of complete love and non-judgement to assist their healing process.  

 

Ruth regularly works with the media talking about the spirit world and has been featured on 

a number of leading national and regional Australian TV stations and series including Sensing 

Murder, a unique concept in which highly-gifted psychics join forces with a team of private 

investigators to hunt for new leads in Australia’s most chilling unsolved murder cases; Scream 

Test, in which she both presented and worked as the Specialist Medium, overseeing 

contestants who were spending the night in haunted environments; Foxtel’s Everyone’s a 

Psychic, a documentary featuring an in-depth interview with Ruth about the Spirit World, her 

experiences and her work; and Channel 7’s The Sunrise, where she was asked to speak on 

behalf of the Spiritual and Psychic community.  

 

She has previously hosted a three-hour talk radio show called Above and Beyond on popular 

Sydney radio station 2SM, and is regularly featured in magazines and newspapers, both within 

Australia and further afield.  

 

Born in the UK, Ruth has recently relocated back “home”, where she now resides in Bath with 

her husband.  

 

For more information and bookings please visit www.ruthiephillips.co.uk 


